
TLL Speaker and Topic Selection Policy  

Effective Jan 9, 2019 

Policy will be reformatted for various communication vehicles as needed. 

 

Policy will be part of Board Policies, Beliefs and Principles on website (unless otherwise stated) 

and Backgrounder for new volunteers and Board members 

Purpose of TLL 

TLL’s mandate is to bring new learning, ideas and perspectives to adults of the Thornhill community and 

beyond, striving to enrich, inspire, educate and entertain.  We currently fulfill this mandate through a bi-

annual set of lectures with a Q&A portion. 

 

Topic selection: 

1. TLL is open to presenting a broad range of topics and ideas. We do not limit our program to any 

particular viewpoints, subject matter or political agenda.  

2. TLL regularly seeks input from its audiences on topics of interest. [FOR BOARD/VOLUNTEER 

BACKGROUNDER ONLY: The TLL Program Committee also scans (or attends) other events in 

Ontario to search for topic ideas. These include, for example, other Third Age or Lifelong 

Learning groups, synagogues, churches, university programs and TEDX].   

3. TLL’s core program is currently lecture series offered in Spring and Fall with multiple topics. TLL 

strives to provide a balance of topics within a series.  There are some patrons, however, who 

enjoy a more in-depth series on one topic and TLL will experiment with this type of series as of 

Spring 2019.  

 

Speaker Selection 

[THIS SECTION WILL BE AN ADDENDUM TO SPEAKER AGREEMENT. AGREMENT WILL INCLUDE “I have 

read and agree to abide by the speaker policies of TLL”] 

4. TLL seeks speakers who are experts in their field based on robust credentials, strong 

presentation skills, an engaging presentation style and ability to communicate material well to a 

lay audience.  TLL’s audience is comprised largely of retired, active, educated, engaged seniors 

(over 80% are between the ages of 60-75) who are interested in ongoing educational 

enrichment.  

5. TLL endeavours to seek out speakers who can provide balanced, evidence-based lectures, where 

applicable, but understands that most speakers have their own opinions and viewpoints. TLL 

conveys to its speakers that our audience members are open to hearing perspectives different 

from their own, but do not appreciate disrespectful commentary toward individuals or groups. 

TLL does not seek out speakers who ascribe to any particular viewpoint as neither our Board nor 

our audience are homogenous.   

6. TLL vets speakers to the greatest extent possible using a wide variety of methods.  



7. Speakers are not permitted to self promote their services, books or courses during a lecture. TLL 

will support its speakers’ products, however, at the end of a lecture or through agreed 

announcements prior to the lecture. For example, TLL can provide a table for speakers to sell 

books following a lecture.  

8. TLL asks permission from all speakers who have presentations to post them on the TLL website 

following lectures. Not all speakers are able to give us permission to post slides.  

Format  

[THIS SECTION WILL GO UNDER ‘OUR PROGRAM’ ON THE WEBSITE AND NOT IN BELIEFS/PRINCIPLES] 

10. TLL strongly believes in experimentation with respect to format, especially in its early years. 

Examples have included or might include different learning formats, evening lectures, single vs 

series format, multi-topic vs single-topic series, smaller vs larger audiences, combined learning-

entertainment events, additional locations, etc.  

11. Currently, we use a lecture and Q&A format to achieve our purpose. In the future, we may 

consider other types of learning.  

Disclaimer  

[THIS WILL BE ANNOUNCED AT START OF A SERIES AND GO ON WEBSITE UNDER SPEAKER LINE AS WELL 

AS UNDER OUR PROGRAM] 

12. While TLL approves all topics and speakers at its Program Committee, the actual content of any 

lecture and opinions offered by a lecturer are his or her own and do not necessarily reflect the 

views of TLL.  

Audience Participation 

13. TLL understands that some may disagree with a speaker’s point of view. Disparaging, 

disrespectful comments or outbursts, however, will not be tolerated.   


